
Thanks for your links, I think it's the best looking pv I've seen. One other question - when you say clone do you mean a copy? Is a cone an authorised copy? 
I ask that because I've actually seen items listed on websites as clones - which doesn't seem to make sense (to advertise that your selling copies). Cheers 
  permalinkparent

[–]phelyancan put a patch of days.b the water, gas, liquid. you usually 1 point 4 minutes ago 
To call something a clone is basically the vendor/manufacturer saying: "It's a copy, we know it, you know it, it's not authorised, and we're not pretending it's 
the real deal". Which is why many items then contain the word "style" to indicate that it's like the original, but not quite.
It gets shady when people sell clones as authentic, charging authentics prices. 
[1] In terms of originals and clones it's two things, really: 
 1 It's kind of clear that it's not the original manufacturer and therefore any issues do not reflect badly 
on the original brand, rather the quality of the company making the clones. And they're bought by people who 
wouldn't be able to afford the authentic, but who might save up for a newer model if they like the clone. So it's a 
toss-up between advertising and lost sales that you may not have had in the first place.
 2 China don't give a shit.

the situation (2014-2015) is painting created from a similar logic used in producing vena’s G shaped canvasses. it 
combines ideas concerning the relationships that shaped canvasses have with monochromatic painting, and how 
vena’s small vinyl sign business positions itself within his painting practice. Moonlighting as a vinyl sign-maker, 
Vena utilizes the vinyl cutting machine that he employs to make stencils for his paintings for a client base composed 
primarily of other artists. ‘situation’ came to vena as an illustrator file to be cut into vinyl-graphic sign for such a 
client. the file was later outsourced by vena to a canvas fabricator. this was done without the knowledge or consent 
of the original client. the surface of the situation is treated as other works that vena has previously exhibited, which 
are preoccupied more with material behavior. the process is uniform and monochromatic, but the stripes and 
registration of each letter are unique. “the situation” oscillates between the signifiers of contemporary ‘process based 
abstraction’ and commercial sign making.

also repurposed are photographs sent to vena from a gallery, featuring a painting of his that was included in a group 
show. these images are printed as they are received from the gallery, having been shot by a professional art 
photographer for the purpose of documenting an exhibition. the photos are not retouched, resized or modified in any 
way. they are simply printed and then placed within frames at the approximate size indicated by the digital file. these 
photographs acknowledge the physical aspects digitally embedded within images that primarily viewed and circulated 
using computers, tablets and smartphones. the painting in these images also features the use of the situation graphic. in 
this case it is repurposed as a vinyl graphic which has been applied to an aluminum frame vena has placed around a 
painting treated with a similar technique as the situation exhibited at project native informant, involving 
polyurethane and rubber. the photographs were shot in late 2014.

a drawing positions itself between these situations. the drawing is made using spray paint and acrylic paint, 
without the use of design programs, the materials of commercial signage, or the explicit contextual origin of an 
image. the exterior of the gallery features a vinyl sign created from a modified vector version of the drawing, as 
does the announcement of the exhibition. 

vena will not be incorporating rubber industrial floor mats as he did in recent solo exhibitions at real fine arts and 
societe in this exhibition, though he may again in the future.


